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Ji FIE money demand function is a key relation-
ship in conventional macroeconomic models . When
it appeared that during the mid—1970s the coilve,n
tional specification had undergone an unforeseen
shift, analysts devoted considerable ingenuity and
research effort to testing alternative explanatory
variables that would account for the change.1 Some
specifications have produced marginally superior
forecasting results. None, however, has been suc-
cessful in explaining the post—iQ!4 hehas-ior of
money (1cm an ci.

Discussions of the temporal stability of pannneters
in econometric models general lv differentiate be-
tween two distinct types of shift. One type of shift
is ;m intercept, or level, shill, in which the estimated
relationship s impl v undergoes a parallel change
that leaves all m;u’gi nal (slope) coefficients unaf-
fected. The other type of shift occurs when at least

one of the relative slope coefficients changes. Sur-

prisingly, previous examinations of the money
demand puzzle have not expl icitlv investigated
this basic cli stinction The approach used in most

previous work has been to presume that the change
was not necessarily parametric, hut clue to the exclu-
smu of an important variable. I lence, most studies
focused on searching fbr the correct scale or
opportunity cost measures to he used in the rela-
tionship.2

Given the tinsncces sful nature of this approach,
we consider a different tack. The purpose of this
article is to study expl icitly the nature of the shift in
money demand. The evidence suggests that the con-

ventional money demand specification was subject
to a once—and—for—all face 1 shift during the mid— l97Os
Our results further suggest that the economic rela-
tionship underlying the estimated slope coefficients
of the conventional equation remained remarkably
stahle throughout the turbulent 1960—79 period. This
result conflicts directly with much previous research.

The frmat of the paper is as follows: First, the
apparent deterioration in the standard specification
fhr MI during the 1/1960—IV/1979 period is docu-
mented.3 Then, a procedure to determine likely
point(s) of intercept change(s) in the money demand
function is suggested and implemented. Finally, the
implications of our findings are presented.

The Shift in Money Demand:
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Table 1
Regression Results for Equation 1

Coefficient Summary statistics2

Period Constant ye RCP~ RCa (M/P) R SE(xlO ) h rho

l/1960-1V31973 0.610 0125 0016 0032 0778 0967 96 178 0.31
(2 82) (269) (302) (208) (602)

11960’IV/ 979 0275 0057 0019 0039 0962 0874 527 087 0~S5
(2 35) (2 51) (345) (1 79) (13.55)

‘A ! variables enter logarithmically he log level equation is estimated using Hatanaka s procedure. The numbers in parentheses
are absolute values of t sta i tics
R is the coefficient of determination corrected for degrees ot freedom SE is the standard erro of the estimated equation h is
the Ourb n h statistic and rho is the Hatartaka estimate of the utocorrelation coefficient
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CHOOSING BETWEEN INTERCEPT
AND SLOPE SHIFTS

The preceding evidence suggests that the param-
eter estimates of equation 1 from the 1960-79
period no longer represent a viable empirical model
of short-run money demand. Obviously, “so,ne sort
of shifthas occurred.”” The question is, “What type
of shifthas occurred?” Ifthe estimated slope coeffi-
cients have changed, this implies changes in the
underlying economic relationship (i.e.,between real
money balances and real income or interest rates).
While the estimates of the slope coefficients show
marked change over the two periods in table I, the
true slope coefficients may not have actually
changed. If, instead, an intercept shift occurred
during the mid-1970s, then empirical estimates of
equation 1 for the 1/1960-IV11979 sample period
may be seriously biased because of the failure to
account for the level shift in the relationship, which
produces a “missing variable” problem.12 Conse-
quently, ifthe slopecoefficient estimates are biased,
they could lead a researcher to falsely reject the
hypothesis of slope coefficient stability.

The major difficultywith an analysis of intercept
shifts is in pinpointing exactly when the shift(s)
occurred. A useftil procedure to determine the
likely points of an intercept or slope shift is to re-
estimate equation 1 in first-difference form.’3 First-
differencing equation 1 yields

(2) Am (M/P)1 = flu Am yt + $2 Ala RCP1
+ fis Ala RCB~+ $~Ala (MIP)1.i + Ac1,

where A is the first-difference operator.

Equation 2 provides useful diagnostic information
in the event of an intercept shift in the level equa-
lion. For example, a once-and-for-all intercept shift
in equation 1 will appear as a one-time increment
in the disturbance pattern of the first-difference
specification.14 Moreover, changes, if any, in the
slope coefficients in equation 1 also will appear in

liStephen M. Coidfrld,“The Case oftheMissing Money,”Brook-
isigs Papers on Economic Activity (3: 1976), p. 726.

ISE*cjuding a relevant variable, in this case the intercept shift
tenn, may bias not only the coefficient estimates, but also the
estimate of the residual variance. On this point, see C. S.
Maddala, Econonietrics (McGraw-Hill, 1977), pp. 155-57.

‘3A more complete discussion of this derivation appears in ft. W.
Hater and’Scott E. klein, “Investigating the Shift in Money
Demanda An Econometric Analysis,” in Empirical Studies of
Money Demand: Proceedings of a Conference Held at the
Centerforthe Study ofAmerican BusIness, Working PaperNo.
70 (Center for the Study of American Business, Washington
University, August 1981). pp. 1-28.
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equation 2. If, as many have argued, the marginal
relationships embodied in equation 1 have changed,
the first-difference specification also will exhibit
similar changes in the coefficient estimates. Thus,
the first-difference specification serves a dual pur-
pose: Itcan locate the most likely points of an inter-
cept shift, and it provides evidence on whether the
slope coefficients have changed.

Tolocate andtest for potential intercept shifts, the
following procedure was adopted: The 1/1960-
IV/1979 first-difference specification (equation 2)
was estimated using ordinary least squares, the re-
siduals were plotted over timeandthe largeresidual
“outliers” were selected.’5 Based on this procedure,
three points were identified and selected as candi-
dates for points of intercept shift: 11/1974, 1V11975
and 11/1979. The first two residuals were negative,
suggesting downshifts in the log-level money de-
mand equation. The 11/1979 residual was positive,
suggesting an upshift. Equation 1 was estimated
(again using theHatanaka procedure) assumingone-
timne shifts at those points using (0,1) intercept
dummy variables: D1=1 for 1/1960-1/1974,0 other-
wise; D2=1 for 11/1974-111/1975, 0 otherwise; and
D3=1 for 1V11975-1V11979, 0 otherwise.

Preliminary significance tests revealed that only
the 11/1974 intercept shift term was statistically
significant at the 5 percent level, Consequently,
we reporttheversion ofequation 1 that incorporates

“This increment will be noticeable ifthe intercept shift is “sul
ficiently large” relative to the variance oF the disturbances.
Titus, the residuals of equation 2 are examined to determine
the likely point at which “large” shifts occurred.

“The focus of this article concerns the possible intercept shift
in the log-level money demand equation. Consequently, the
reader is referred to Hater and klein, “Investigating the Shift in
Money Demand,” for a more detailed analysis of the first-
difference estimation results. To give the reader some Idea of
the outcome, the OLS estimates of equation 2 for the 1/1960-
IV/1979 period are (absolute value oft-statistics In parentheses)
A in (M/P)t O.190A my, — 0.017 A In RCP1

(3.51) (2.94)

— 0.038.AInRCBt+ 0.562 A ln(M/P)t.m
(1.68) (5.70)

= 0.448 SE = 0.005 h = 0.47

Not only do the coefficient estimates appear reasonably
close to the pre-1974 estimates, but ex post forecasts indicate
a substantial improvement in the pattern. The resultant RMSE
is well within two standard errors oF the equation’s in-sample
standard error and the Theil decomposition statistics indicate
that only 7 percent ofthe forecast error is attributable to bias.
Moreover, an F-test for structural change at 1V/1913 yields
an F-value of 0.06.

For a discussion ofthese results, see Edward IC. Offenbacher,
“Discussion of the Ha%r and klein, Smirlock and Webster
Papers,’ in Empirical Studies ofMoney Demand, pp. 88-106.





properly specified log—level equation suggests that
11/1974 is the most likely point of the significant
downward shift in the nlonev demand function.

An in portant implication of this study is that the
economic relation ships inherent in the conventional
nionev clemn and function are more stahle than previ—
ons investigations have suggested. Changes in money
demnand since 11/1974 can he explained by changes
in the exogenous variables without relying on tens,-
0515 assertions that the tinderlviug economic rela-
tionships have degenerated. Although previons
analyses have suggested that there has heen a con—

tin uous, i ~nexpl ained deterioration of the money
demand function after 197/3. our analysis suggests
that the marginal relationships have remained
stable over the 1/i 960—lW 1979 period, providing
useful in lbrmnation in estimating the level of money
demand.~°Thus, claims that the short—run money
tlemn and function is highly unstable and is yes pons
hle fdr the erratic behavior of money growth during
this period mn ust be reconsidered

‘
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’Or example, see Stephen ii. Axilrocl and David P. Lindsey,
Fe diema! Fese”vc-’ System ha p c nmi-a m tat jom I ol Idsimie tarv Poll cv:

Analytical L”onndations ol time New Approach,’’ rtOleriCOll Leo-
11001W Rei-me,c i

M
av 1981.) pp. 246—52.
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